
 

Buying affordable ethical chocolate is almost
impossible—but some firms are offering the
next best thing
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With supermarket aisles piled high with assortments of chocolate treats,
the choice can seem overwhelming. The array of ethical options—some
with certifications, others with marketing claims about
sustainability—can just add to the confusion.
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Shoppers are becoming more eco-conscious, with consumer spending on
ethical products increasing from £17 billion in 1999 to more than £141
billion in 2023, according to Ethical Consumer magazine. In terms of 
chocolate, that usually means avoiding issues such as cocoa's endemic
reliance on child labor, child trafficking and widespread deforestation.

Lack of transparency along the whole supply chain is a major barrier to
sourcing ethical cocoa and buying ethical chocolate. This makes it
almost impossible to guarantee that any chocolate you buy is ethically
sourced, even from companies that do their utmost to avoid buying from
suppliers with harmful practices.

However, some new brands, such as the Netherlands' Tony's
Chocolonely and Scotland's UP-UP Chocolate, are trying to demonstrate
their commitment to child labor-free products by doing more than
claiming responsible sourcing of cocoa.

Tony's publishes the number of cases of labor abuses it finds every year,
and its packaging explains the issues of modern slavery in cocoa
farming. UP-UP surveys every worker in its supply chains and states
which single-estate plantation its cocoa comes from on its packaging.

Why it's so hard to guarantee ethical practices

Without transparency, the origin of the cocoa—and therefore its impact
on people and planet—cannot be known. Most of the world's cocoa is
grown in west Africa, where more than 2 million farmers work on 
around 800,000 farms.

Many of these farms are remote and served only by motorcycle due to
poor infrastructure. This contributes to the long and fragmented nature
of cocoa supply chains.
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https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/sites/default/files/media-file/2023-12/EC-Markets-report-2023-web-final2.pdf
https://phys.org/tags/chocolate/
https://phys.org/tags/cocoa/
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ilab/our-work/child-forced-labor-trafficking/child-labor-cocoa
https://unearthed.greenpeace.org/2020/11/25/cargill-deforestation-agriculture-history-pollution/
https://doi.org/10.1038/s43016-023-00751-8
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/287207390/8/
https://upupchocolate.com/pages/slavefreecocoa
https://www.icco.org/wp-content/uploads/Production_QBCS-XLIX-No.-4.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1573521415000160
https://doi.org/10.1108/SCM-11-2020-0583
https://doi.org/10.1108/SCM-11-2020-0583


 

Tracing actual shipments of cocoa is rare because it's sold as a
commodity on a mass balance basis. So, while the volume of ethical
cocoa farmed is equal to that sold, most cocoa is mixed with cocoa of
unknown origin from multiple sources.

At various stages within the supply chain, from transport to processing, a
company's ability to track cocoa from known sources at specific farms is
compromised.

While such complexity makes addressing child labor more difficult, it
could be seen as convenient for large chocolate producers. Some have
had legal claims against them dismissed because of the lack of
traceability between child labor on cocoa farms and their products.

Tony's and UP-UP try to overcome transparency issues by buying from
specific plantations or cooperatives. UP-UP sources its cocoa from a
specific plantation in Colombia. Tony's sources from a known
cooperative in west Africa which makes monitoring labor conditions
easier.

But this approach is not flawless. Tony's doesn't own the plantations it
buys from, so while it can influence conditions, it cannot dictate to
farmers. Tony's removed 1,752 children from child labor in its last year
of reporting, but identified another 1,072 cases on plantations from
which it sources its cocoa.

Tony's also works with cocoa processor Barry Callebaut, despite its 
alleged links to child labor. Barry Callebaut states that it has "a
responsibility and a plan of action—built on full traceability and
transparency—to stop any form of child labor by 2025 and make it
something of the past". Tony's wants to act as a lever to change from
within the industry and scale up efforts to improve transparency in
chocolate supply chains.
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https://www.reuters.com/business/hershey-nestle-cargill-win-dismissal-us-child-slavery-lawsuit-2022-06-28/
https://www.slavefreechocolate.org/dark-side-of-chocolate
https://www.barry-callebaut.com/system/files/2023-09/Barry%20Callebaut%20Global%20Child%20Labor%20Position%20Statement%202023.pdf
https://www.callebaut.com/en-GB/zero-child-labour-2025
https://tonyschocolonely.com/uk/en/our-mission/news/why-we-are-not-on-all-lists-of-ethical-chocolate-brands


 

Hollow chocolate claims

The difficulties of building more transparent cocoa supply chains is only
half the story. Big firms have routinely been criticized by charities such
as Oxfam for "hollow" claims made about efforts to protect workers.

Environmental charity Mighty Earth has called Cargill, a major cocoa
processor and chocolate producer, "the worst company in the world" for 
alleged links to child labor and deforestation. Cargill states that it does
not tolerate the use of any form of forced labor and is "actively working
towards eradicating child labor in the cocoa supply chain".

Child and forced labor have long been a problem within cocoa supply
chains and Cadbury was aware of the problem over a century ago. In
2001, eight of the industry's major multinationals pledged to end child
labor in cocoa production by 2005. Signatories have repeatedly pushed
that deadline back.

Many companies rely on third-party certification by organizations such
as Fairtrade and Rainforest Alliance. But Greenpeace found that a lack
of consistency between standards means that claims can be misleading.

The most recent report from Cocoa Barometer, a consortium of ethically
minded and sustainability-focused organizations including Oxfam and
WWF, claims that certification does not imply sustainability, because it
doesn't require much actual operational change.

While cocoa certification helps restore biodiversity, it doesn't necessarily
increase the money farmers receive for their crop. Large chocolate
producers prioritize short-term profit over meaningful structural change
and this can result in a benefit from poor cocoa farmer pay and low
transparency in their own self-certified reporting.
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https://www.oxfam.org/en/press-releases/chocolate-giants-reap-huge-profits-promises-improve-farmers-incomes-ring-hollow
https://stories.mightyearth.org/cargill-worst-company-in-the-world/
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/brazil-court-fines-cargill-case-involving-child-labor-cocoa-farms-2023-09-26/
https://www.slavefreechocolate.org/dark-side-of-chocolate
https://www.cargill.com/doc/1432239539226/cocoa-and-forests-initiative-progress-report-2022.pdf
https://www.cargill.co.uk/en/doc/1432103154643/slavery-and-human-trafficking-statement-pdf.pdf
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/67530
https://www.cocoainitiative.org/sites/default/files/resources/Harkin_Engel_Protocol.pdf
https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/
https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/
https://www.greenpeace.org/static/planet4-international-stateless/2021/04/b1e486be-greenpeace-international-report-destruction-certified_finaloptimised.pdf
https://cocoabarometer.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Cocoa-Barometer-2022.pdf
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC135044/JRC135044_01.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/mar/10/fairtrade-labels-certification-rainforest-alliance
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10551-021-04808-1
https://cocoabarometer.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Cocoa-Barometer-2022.pdf
https://cocoabarometer.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Cocoa-Barometer-2022.pdf


 

Consumers pay a premium for ethical chocolate. Both the separation of
harvests that enables Tony's Chocolonely to know the origin of its cocoa
origin and the meticulous survey approach taken by UP-UP Chocolate
incur additional costs. Buying at huge scale and without such rigor does
not.

Evidence of single origin cocoa published on product packaging does not
guarantee ethical sourcing, but it's a sign of good practice. Sourcing
single-origin cocoa enables checks of working conditions at known sites.
It's better for the environment and leads to substantially higher pay for
farmers.

Without genuine transparency about the source of cocoa, ethical
chocolate claims are hard to take seriously. Smaller producers such as
UP-UP, Divine and vegan chocolatier Pacari, source their cocoa from
individual plantations and have that transparency. And by identifying
child labor abuses, Tony's is as much an activist brand highlighting
cocoa's ills as it is a chocolatier.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://doi.org/10.1007/s43546-021-00051-y
https://doi.org/10.1007/s43546-021-00051-y
https://theconversation.com
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